
Many of our Desk products have been 
indoor air quality certified.
Find out more on our web site or call.

A   new horizon has come into sight for classrooms of the future! 

Spectrum Industries’ latest flexible computer workstation provides an extremely useful and 
value-driven solution for multi-use classrooms. 
The Flex Insight allows the reconfiguration of a lecture room to computer room in seconds. 
With convenient keyboard and mouse storage and with computer cords safely hidden from 
sight, the Flex Insight Desk could serve as a stand-alone computer desk. Even with the 
monitor up, students can maintain clear eye contact with the instructor. With the monitor 
down in a lecture environment, a full 19” of uninterrupted writing surface is provided, 
making the Flex Insight a remarkable multi-use desk!

Spectrum’s Flex Insight Desk is ideal for multi-functional and reconfigurable 
learning environments.

Flex Insight Desk

For all the latest product information 
please go to www.spectrumfurniture.com

(800) 235 - 1262 
(715) 723 - 6750
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Advantage:
As with all Spectrum products, quality is outstanding, as evidenced by the unique 
heavy-duty column that the monitor is attached to. Yet the monitor is so easy to lift 
and set down, even small children can safely and readily manage the Flex Insight Desk. 
Spectrum’s new computer workstation is flexible enough for children and adults alike to 
ergonomically use. Proprietary mounts allow monitors to be tilted up and down as well 
as right to left in order to maximize ergonomics and minimize screen glare. At the same 
time, the mount’s stop feature prevents the monitor from being damaged by the desk’s 
surface when raising and lowering the unit. 

Monitor size is not limited by a small storage compartment, freeing the possibility of 
future flat panel monitor upgrades of up to 24”. The keyboard and mouse are stored 
conveniently under the monitor, eliminating keyboard trays that can easily become 
damaged while taking up valuable leg space.

There is no other multi use desk that can combine capability and value like the 
Flex Insight Desk. Flexibility has never been so easy, and line of sight has never been 
so clear. Spectrum’s Flex Insight Desk has successfully expanded the limits of 
multi-use furniture.

Flex Insight DeskFlex Insight Desk38955 - 36" work station or 38958 (with lock)
38956 - 42" work station or 38959 (with lock)
38957 - 72" double work station or 38960 (with lock)

Back of Flex Insight Desk with the panel 
removed to show the pneumatic lift-assist 
with the monitor all the way down. 
Notice the padded keyboard and mouse 
compartment directly under the monitor.

Back of Flex Insight Desk with the 
monitor fully raised. A wire loom 
protects the cables during travel.
Note: Power strip shown is optional. 
99023 or 99024 are available.

36" Flex Insight Desk
38955 CHB
Exclusive VESA monitor mount 
allows for pan and tilt for 
optimal viewing angles.

42" Flex Insight Desk
38956 CHB
Shown with optional Bell Glide 
Kit, bringing the work surface 
to 30".
ADA compliant knee space is 
30”W x 19”D x 28”H

72" Flex Insight Desk
38957 CHB
Double desks are more economical and 
realize better space utilization

98513 - Bell Glide Kit (adds 1" to work surface height)
99023, 99024 - Power Strip

Standard color combination:

Indigo Organix 
laminate

(IB)

Wild Cherry
laminate

(CHB)

Dimensions: (height is to work surface) 
Overall (36" work station): 
36"W x 30"D x 29"H

Overall (42" work station): 
42"W x 30"D x 29"H

Overall (72" work station): 
72"W x 30"D x 29"H

(Optional Bell Glide Kit adds 1" 
to work surface height.)

Black 
steel

Black 
steel

Black 
steel

Fusion Maple
laminate

(FMB)

Useful options:

Lecture or study!

Computer use!
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